Question classification is a crucial preprocessing for question answering system; it can help to make sure the user's intention. Most of previous researches focus on the feature driven methods that represent a question with a bag of features, which ignore the important information contained in the words order and distance. To take such information into account, this paper proposes to describe the questions via the ExCSR (Extended Class Sequential Rule) model. To mine ExCSR rules, a method based on PrefixSpan, called DS-SRM (Distance Sensitive Sequential Rule Miner), is presented as well. Due to the existence of redundancy in the mined rules, a rule selection algorithm MCRSelection (Most Cover Rule Selection) is also proposed to find the most interesting rules. Experiments results on UIUC question set 1 show that the proposed method can achieve the accuracy of 90.6%, which outperforms the previously reported results.
Introduction
Question classification, i.e., classifying questions into predetermined types, is quite an important problem in question answering (QA) system, it helps to make clear the intention of users so that the system can choose the appropriate strategies of answers searching and ranking. Similar to other classification problems, question classification usually needs to build the classifier from the training data which contains a set of labeled questions; the classifier is then used to classify the unlabeled questions.
Although questions are special kinds of texts, question classification is more challenging than text classification. Compared to normal texts, a question is usually a very short sentence (some even with few of words), and mostly one word just occurs once in one question, which results that the widely used vector space model (mainly based on TF/IDF) fails to work. To address this problem, researchers usually develop a lot of fea-* the corresponding author 1 http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/ tures, such as location, organization, name, etc., to annotate the words/phrases in the questions, and then use the bag of features to represent the questions. However, such methods still suffer some problems. (1) To get the satisfactory classification performances, they usually need an extremely large amount of features. For example, Li et al. used more than 200,000 features (Li et al., 2006) to represent questions in UIUC question set, while Huang et al. used 13, 697 binary features in their best feature space (Huang et al., 2008) . (2) The bag of features representation ignores the relationship and the order information among words within the questions, which will cause the misclassification. For example, "Which city is famous for rose?" and "Which rose is famous for city?" belong to two different classes (the former one asks about the <location>, while the later one is about the <entity> or <plant>), due to that "rose" and "city" have different orders. (3) The information of word distance is valuable in question classification yet is not considered by the present methods. For example, "How many people did Randy Craft kill?" asks about the <number>, while "How Randy Craft killed many people?" is about the <description>. The difference of the distances between "how" and "many" plays a role on the types of the questions. CSRs (Class Sequential Rules) originally proposed for opinion extraction (Hu and Liu, 2006) take the word sequences into account. However, it still ignores the distance information between words.
In this paper, we extend the representation of CSRs by integrating the distance information into it, and propose the ExCSR (Extended Class Sequential Rule) model. To mine the ExCSRs, we further propose an algorithm, called DS-SRM (Distance Sensitive Sequential Pattern Miner), based on PrefixScan (Pei et al., 2004) . To remove the redundancy of the mined rules, we present an efficient rule selection method, MCRSelection (Most Cover Rule Selection). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the related works; section 3 describes the CSR and its extension ExCSR; the rule mining and selection algorithms are presented in section 4; section 5 is the evaluation experiments and results; the paper ends with the concluding remarks in the last section.
Related Works
Question classification is a process that assigns a question to a single category or a set of categories. The categories can be organized as either flat or hierarchical taxonomies. Li & Roth (2002) defined a two-layered taxonomy shown in Table  1 . The taxonomy consists of six coarse categories and a total of 50 finer categories. Since this taxonomy has been regarded as somewhat informal standard and has been used in much other work on question classification, it is also used in our paper. Given the taxonomy, the classification machinery is then needed to put the questions into specific category or categories. There are two main machineries for the classification, i.e., manual and automatic. The manual methods (Hermjakob, 2001 ) use hand-written rules and heuristics to do the classification, thus it is time consuming and hard to extend to new question categories; while the automatic methods classify the questions based on machine learning technologies or statistical methods, thus are much more efficient and easy to extend to new question types. Therefore, most of the work follows the automatic methods, which will be also adopted in our work. There are many machine learning methods have been proposed for automatic question classification. Radev et al. (2002) proposed to learn rules by using decision tree method, after trained on TREC-8 and TREC-9, it reached an accuracy of around 70% on TREC-10. Li and Roth (2002) reported a hierarchical approach based on the SNoW learning architecture. By trained on 5500 questions and tested on 500 questions from TREC-10, which are collected in UIUC dataset, it reached an accuracy of 84.2%. Zhang and Lee (2003) used linear SVMs with all possible question word grams, and obtained accuracy of 79.2%. Krishnan et al. (2005) used a short sequence called informer span as important features that are identified by the Conditional Random Field (CRF), and built a meta-classifier using a linear SVM on the features. Their model got the accuracy of 86.2% on UIUC question set. Li and Roth (2006) used more semantic information in WordNet, plus their originally proposed syntactic ones (Li & Roth, 2002) , after being trained on 21500 questions, their model achieved an accuracy of 89.3% on a test set of 1000 questions. Li et al. (2008) propose to classify what-type questions by head noun tagging and achieve 85.60% accuracy. Huang et al. (2008; 2009) used much more compact feature set than Li and Roth's work, by taking the head words and their hypernyms as features, with other standard features such as unigrams, they obtained accuracy of 89.2% using linear support vector machine (SVMs), and 89.0% using Maximum Entropy (ME) model. Ray et al. (2010) used the semantic features of the WordNet and the vast knowledge repository in Wikipedia to build the classification model. They trained their model over 5500 questions in UIUC, and tested it over 2393 questions from five TREC collections, and got the average precision of 89.55%. However, to our best knowledge, all of the present works seldom consider the word sequence and word distance for question classification problem. In this paper, we exploit the information of word sequence and word distance in the questions and develop an efficient classification method. The details of the proposed methods will be provided in the next sections. Li & Roth (2002) 
Class Sequential Rule Model and Its Extension
Class sequential rule (CSR) model was originally proposed to represent the labeled sequences in the research of opinion feature extraction (Hu & Liu, 2006) . For the completeness of this paper, we first introduce CSR model, then state its extension model ExCSR in this section.
Class Sequential Rule Model
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i n } be a set of items, and an element or itemset be a non-empty set of items. A sequence is defined as an ordered list of elements, denoted by 〈e 1 e 2 ...e r 〉, where e i is an element (Liu, 2007 
Let D = {(s 1 , y 1 ), (s 2 , y 2 ), ..., (s n , y n )} be the input data of labeled sequences, where s i is a sequence and y i ∈ Y is its class, Y is the set of all classes, I ∩ Y = ∅. A CSR is a production rule X → y, where X is a sequence, and y ∈ Y. Table 2 . Examples of CSRs 
Extended Class Sequential Rule Model
Although the CSR takes the word sequence into account, it still ignores the distance information between words/phrases which should be also important to question classification. Therefore, we extend the representation of CSRs by considering the distance information. The extended class sequential rule model is called ExCSR hereinafter.
First, we define three simple kinds of distance constraints, shown in Table 3 . Table 3 , which limits the occurring distance between elements x i-1 and x i when the rule is selected to match an instance for classification. For d 1 , we can image that there is a special element "x 0 " representing the beginning of a sentence, therefore, d 1 is used to constrain the occurring distance of x 1 apart from the beginning of a sentence. Similarly, d r+1 constrains the occurring distance of x r to the end of a sentence.
Then, taking the CSR rules in Table 2 as examples, their extended ExCSR rules might be in the forms listed in Table 4 . The support and confidence of an ExCSR is just the same as its original CSR. 
DS-SRM: ExCSRs Mining Method
DS-SRM consists of three parts: preprocessing, mining and rules filtering, shown in Figure 1 .
Given a set of question texts, the preprocessing step parses every sentence and translates it into a sequence of elements labeled with se mantic information, and the mining step generates a set of ExCSRs satisfying the minimum support (min_sup) and minimum confidence (min_conf) requirements from the sequences. Since the distance label [ANY] covers [NEIGH] and [NEAR] , the mined ExCSR set should contains a lot of redundant rules with the same element sequences but different distance labels. Therefore, the filtering step is required to remove the redundancy of the rule set. The filtered ExCSRs are to be used to classify the unseen question sentences. 
Preprocessing the Question Texts
Now that the question sentences are in the form of raw texts and cannot be directly used for the rules mining purpose, it's necessary to do the preprocessing by scanning each sentence to do annotation, chunking, and so on. By doing this, each sentence is re-organized by a set of elements with semantic information, especially with the words related to class information. This paper performs the following main preprocessing: (1) Phrases recognition There are some phrases consisting of several noun words, which can represent entity classes as a whole, yet each word of it may has different meanings. For example, "state flower" denotes a kind of "plant" where "state" is just as a modifier of "flower". While "state" could be regarded as a "location" and "flower" is a kind of "plant" if "state" and "flower" are separately considered. Therefore, we need to recognize such kinds of phrases to avoid ambiguity. We first collect a lot of frequent phrases by grouping the adjacently occurring words from the web pages according to the mutual information statistics. And then locate the ambiguous phrases within the question sentences and manually annotate them with the related class labels (It should be noticed that this processing just recognizes out the phrases of ambiguity, not all phrases or the name entities).
(2) Named entities recognition A named entity recognizer (NER) of Stanford (Finkel et al., 2005) which defines four types of entities is used to assign a semantic type to noun phrases in a sentence.
For example, a question "What was W.C. Fields ' real name?" will be changed into "What was [person_name] ' real name?" after the using NER, which will be helpful to assign this question to correct class. However, if we do not tag "W.C. Fields" as a person's name, it will be difficult to correctly identify the question's class. (3) Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging POS is important syntactic information in text preprocessing, and it allows us to generate general rules. In our wok, we have used the Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech (Toutanova et al., 2003) to do POS tagging. (4) Chunking
Besides POS tagging, we also use a chunker, also called as shallow parser, to find out some special structures and phrases and then to eliminate the adjunct words which may have bad impacts on the classification.
For example, in the following question: What is a group of turkeys called? (Huang, et al. 2008) The word "turkeys" acts as the central word and contributes to classifying question as "animal", however, the phrase "a group of" would introduce ambiguity to misclassify this question to "human group". Therefore, we need to deal with such kinds of phrases. In this work, we adopt the Illinois chunker package (Mavronicolas et al., 1991) . (5) Class related words tagging For each type of question, there are usually some words related to the question class. Li et al., (2002) have built a list of related words for each question class in their research. For example, for class "food", the related words set would be {al-coholic, apple, beer, berry, breakfast, brew, butter, candy, cereal, champagne, cook, eat, sweat. ..}. Using the class label to tag such related words would be very useful for the question classification. However, the class related words may be nouns, verbs and adjectives, and we have found that the verbs and adjectives would cause the ambiguity in our test. Therefore, we only use the nouns in the class related word sets collected by Li et al. (2002) . Nevertheless, there still maybe exist the word ambiguity problem. At present, we just ignore it for it has less impact on the performance of our ExCSR rules. 
Selected rules result
After the preprocessing, the each question sentence will be transformed into a sequence of triplets <[pos], word, [cid]>, where "pos" and "cid" are the POS and class tags of the word respectively. For those wh words ("what", "when", "who", "how"…), the "pos" in the triplet is left blank; for any words except those class related nouns, the "cid" is left blank. From the sequences, we can mine out the ExCSRs.
Mining the ExCSR Rules
The mining procedure is extended from PrefixSpan (Pei et al., 2004) , an efficient sequence rule mining method. We will not introduce the PrefixSpan method itself, which is beyond the topic of this paper. Instead, we present our modified version based on the framework of PrefixSpan. The mining algorithm, called DS The minimum support threshold: min_sup; The minimum confidence threshold: min_conf. //Rules with the confidence below min_conf or support below min_sup will be disregarded. Output: A set of ExCSRs satisfying the support and confidence requirements Parameters:  -a sequential pattern set;
 -a sequential pattern in ;.
Step 1: S = {s 1 , s 2 , …, s n }; Y = {y 1 , y 2 , …, y n }
Step 2:  = DS-SPM(<>, 0, S);
Step 3: for each  in  (a) count the frequencies of all covered classes (the classes that the covered sequences belong to), and find the most frequent class label yY; (b) if support(y)  min_sup and confidence(y)  min_conf then output y. 
Filtering out Redundant ExCSR Rules
Since [NEIGH] , [NEAR] , and [ANY] are not exclusive, Algorithm 1 may generate quite a lot of redundant rules. In order to remove the redundancy, we first define the interestingness of a rule r as Equation (1): Interestingness(r)=support(r)*confidence(r) (1) Then we can rank the rules according to their interestingness. Rules with high interestingness score tend to have high support as well as high confidence, thus should be remained.
Due to the use of overlapping constraints, there are usually some rules with the same support and confidence, exemplified in Table 5 Table 5 . Example rules with same support and confidence Rule 1 and 2 are with the same confidence 100% and support 32 thus have the same interestingness. However, rule 1 is more general than rule 2 for it uses less distance constraints, so we prefer to remain rule 1 and discard rule 2. For this purpose, we further to define a measure as Equation (2):
Where label_value(i) denotes the value of the i-th distance label (the value of [NEIGH] , [NEAR] , [ANY] is set to 2, 1, 0.5 separately), and k is the total number of distance labels used in rule r.
Obviously, shorter rules with simpler distance constraint are more general and preferred.
Therefore, we propose a rule selection algorithm MCRSelection illustrated in Algorithm 2, which will be used iteratively for all classes, one run for one class, to remove the redundant rules.
Experiments and Discussions
In order to evaluate our proposed method, we have compared our method to other art-of-state methods on the UIUC question set. We first describe the data sets used in our experiments. In order to investigate which combination of the distance information is optimal to our method, we then test our method with different distance combination. Finally, we compare our method with the optimal distance combination to other representative methods. In the experiments, we set the threshold values of parameters min_sup, min_conf and Tnear as 3, 0.75 and 2 respectively by experience.
Algorithm 2: MCRSelection Input: rule set R = {r 1 , r 2 ...r n } for specific class;
The training question set D. Output: rule set R' without redundancy
Step 1: R' = ;
Step 2: Calculate interestingness for each rule in R;
Step 3: Rank rules according to the interestingness and find the rule r with the highest interestingness. If there are one more than such rules, then choose the one with the least Distance-Constraint value;
Step 4: R' = R'  {r}; R = R -{r};
Step 5: D = D-{instances satisfied by r};
Step 6: if D is empty, then return R';
Step 7: For each rR, update support(r) with regards to the updated D;
Step 8: go to step 2. In order to facilitate the comparison, similar to previously reported results, we also use the same benchmark UIUC question training and test sets in our experiments, where the questions are labeled as six coarse categories and a total of 50 finer categories. Concretely, we train our model with training set containing 5500 labeled questions and test it on the TREC 10 question set with 500 questions. The composition of the test set is listed in Table 6 .
Algorithm 2. The flow of MCRSelection algorithm

Data Set
Investigation on the Distance Combinations
In section 3.2, we have introduced three kinds of distance: [NEIGH] , [NEAR] and [ANY] . In order to know whether all of them are necessary in our method, we have tested our method with different distance combination on the same data sets. Table 7 shows the overall performances on 6 coarse classes and 50 fine classes with different combinations separately; and Obviously, with all of the three kinds of distance information, our method reaches the best performance. In fact, if only [ANY] is considered, our ExCSR model is just the CSR model without the distance constraints, with which the overall accuracies are 90.6% in coarse classes, and 83.3% in fine grained classes respectively, which are lower than the cases that the distance constraints are considered.
The more detailed results in Table 8 also show that including all of the distance information can get the highest prediction accuracies on all of the six categories. Especially for the DESC class, the previously feature bag based methods usually perform not very good due to the fact that question classes are distance sensitive, while our method with all distance information included can get 95% overall accuracy. For example, "What foods contain vitamin B12?" is labeled as "ENTY: food", while "What is fiber in food?" belongs to "DESC: define" in UIUC data sets. The main difference between above question texts is the distance between two words "what" and "food" that are critical to the classification. Due to ignoring the distance information, the feature-bag based method usually cannot correctly classify the second question and may label it as "ENTY: food". While our method can properly distinguish these two questions for they correspond to different ExCSRs. The similar cases occur in questions of class "DESC: desc".
All in all, our proposed ExCSR including all of the three distance constraints is an effective model to the question classification. Thus in the comparison experiment, we consider all of the distance constraints.
Comparing with other Methods
By considering all of the distance constraints, the performances on different categories of our method are listed Krishnan et al., (2005) . Since Huang et al. (2008) have compared their method with Li et al. (2006) and show that their method is superior, we don't consider Li et al., (2006) method in this work.
The comparison results are shown in Table 10 , showing that our method achieves the best accuracy. Although the results of Huang's method are competitive to our method, however, they use some manual regular expression patterns. Moreover, Huang et al. used Table 11 . Precisions for fine grained question categories with Huang's method and our method Table 11 shows that our method can achieve better results on most classes, especially for DESC coarse class that is considered to be difficult to identify (Li et al., 2006) . By investigating the questions in that class we found that the question classes are sensitive to the word order and distance. Huang represents a sentence as a bag of features and ignore the relative order and of words their distances, thus performed not very well.
Of course, both our method and Huang's method show bad performance on Entity: other class, which is also shown to be difficult to identify, for the question texts in "other" class is quite fuzzy, we will put emphasis on this kind of class.
We also analyzed the incorrectly identified questions, and found that there are inherently ambiguity in training and testing questions (see examples in Table 12 ), which also conforms to Huang et al (2008) Table 12 . Ambiguous questions in testing set
Conclusion
In this paper, we first present ExCSR model for question classification, which is extended from the CSR model by integrating the distance information. Compared to CSR model, ExCSR is more compact intuitive, yet effective; then we describe the ExCSR mining algorithm, DS-SRM, and the rule filtering algorithm MCRSelection. By MCRSelection algorithm, we can keep the most interesting rules with less redundancy. Experiment results on the UIUC question set show that our method outperforms previously reported results.
In the future, we will consider more sophisticated method to address the questions with fuzzy information such as those of "other" class in UI-UC data set.
